black is a country race and the unfinished struggle for democracy Black is a Country Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Democracy In so doing he constructs an alternative history of civil rights in the twentieth century a long civil rights era in which radical hopes and global dreams are recognized as central to the history of black struggle Black is an elegant account of the paradoxical relationship between race as a resource of hope and racism as an enduring curse at the core of this country s cultural and political imagination In lucid and often lyrical prose Nikhil Singh argues that race functions as a highly durable and oppressive technology yet race Black is a country race and the unfinished struggle for Get this from a library Black is a country race and the unfinished struggle for democracy Nikhil Pal Singh Nikhil Pal Singh asks what happened to the black is a country race and the unfinished struggle for democracy worldly and radical visions of equality that animated black intellectual activists from W E B Du Bois in the 1930s to Martin Luther King Jr in the Black Is a Country Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Black Is a Country Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Democracy Singh argues persuasively that the black struggle for social justice has been for universal rights that benefit the nation as a whole and can represent a model of democracy His historiography and analysis are important and represent a new generation of historians examining Nikhil Pal Singh Black is a Country Race and the Free Online Library Nikhil Pal Singh Black is a Country Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Democracy Book review by African American Review Literature writing book reviews Ethnic cultural racial issues Books Book reviews Black is a country electronic resource race and the Black is a Country deserves to be widely read it is the work of a gifted young scholar that promises to provoke a rethinking of classic liberal accounts of race class and democracy Singh argues persuasively that the black struggle for social justice has been for universal rights that benefit the nation as a whole and can represent a model of 
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